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Abstract— In our simulations we analyzed two classes of adaptive routing algorithms: Q-routing algorithms based on reinforcement learning
techniques, and ant-routing based on swarm intelligence. We use a simulation environment to compare the performance of adaptive routing algorithms. Performance of adaptive algorithms was tested under a constant
load, and also under various non-stationary loads, to find out how load
time dynamics might interfere with learning dynamics. We tested step
load changes and periodic load changes. We also tested an influence of
non-homogeneous loads on the behavior of routing algorithms, motivated
by DoS and DDoS network attacks. We investigate robustness to parameter changes, and adaptiveness to dynamically changing load levels and
traffic patterns. We demonstrated that both classes of adaptive routing
algorithms adapt well to occasional changes of the load and perform very
well under periodic load level changes.
Keywords— Ant routing, Q-routing, Reinforcement learning, Adaptive
routing

I. INTRODUCTION
Expansion of the Internet and other communication networks
increased the requirement for an eﬃcient traﬃc organization.
Apart from a constant call to increase the link bandwidths,
there is a need to improve packet routing algorithms, which
play a critical role in the network performance, especially in
terms of throughput and transmission delay.
The load of telecommunication networks is neither constant in time (homogeneous) nor uniformly distributed over the
whole network (uniform). It is then very important to develop eﬀective routing algorithms which work well under constant conditions yet may adapt to dynamical and unpredictable
changes, such as
• changes in the network load distribution, which may occur in
time as well as in space (non-homogeneous and non-uniform
loads)
• changes in the network topology, which may be caused by
router or link failures, or by movements of some routers which
may occur in mobile or ad-hoc networks.
There is thus a strong need to construct adaptive algorithms
which could change their routing politics according to the information available in the network.
In recent years, many such algorithms have been proposed.
We concentrate on two classes of distributed learning procedures, namely, the ant routing algorithms based on swarm
intelligence and Q-routing algorithms based on reinforcement
learning techniques. Both approaches have already proved their
eﬃciency in various simulated environments. Both do not require a supervision, and their distributed form makes them well
applicable to the routing problem.
The aim of this paper is to compare the performance of
ant-like agents and reinforcement learning agents in adaptive
routing problems. We investigate their robustness to parameter
changes, and their adaptiveness to dynamically changing load
levels and traﬃc patterns. We show that both classes not only
adapt well to momentary changes of load level, but also perform
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very well under continuous load level changes.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we shortly
introduce the swarm intelligence and reinforcement learning
approaches to adaptive routing, and describe Q-routing in Sec.
III and ant-routing in Sec. IV. The simulation environment is
described in Sec. V. Simulation results for constant loads are
summarized in Sec. VI, which are followed by non-stationary
load simulations in Sec. VII and non-uniform load simulations
in Sec. VIII. Section IX summarizes the paper.
II. ADAPTIVE ROUTING
A. Q-routing
Reinforcement learning techniques are based on interactions
between an agent(s) and the - (unknown or known) environment. In every state, the agent chooses an action according to
his policy and receives a reinforcement from the environment
evaluating his actions. On the basis of the reinforcement received and the state reached after taking the chosen action, the
agent modiﬁes his policy in order to attain his goal, which is
typically a discounted sum of all rewards. There are various
learning algorithms which govern these modiﬁcations.
The ﬁrst application of reinforcement learning to the routing
problem was proposed by Boyan and Littman in 1994 [1]. The
proposed solution was an adaptation of the Q-learning algorithm of Watkins and Dayan [8]. In the following years, many
modiﬁcations of the Q-routing have been proposed, modeling
queue lengths inﬂuence [4], using Boltzman’s routing policy
[9], or applying the policy gradient methods ([5]). .
B. Ant routing
Ant algorithms were inspired by observations of real ant
colonies and ﬁrst proposed by Dorigo, Maniezzo, and Colorni
in 1991 [2] as a multi-agent approach to the traveling salesman
problem (TSP) and the quadratic assignment problem (QAP).
The ants are capable of ﬁnding the shortest path from the nest
to food sources. While traveling, they deposit a chemical substance (a pheromone), and its high concentration guides the
other ants to form the shortest paths.
The ﬁrst ant routing algorithm was proposed by Schoonderwoerd et al. in 1996 [6]. Their ABC algorithm could be applied
only to symmetric circuit-switched networks. The AntNet algorithm proposed ﬁrst by Dorigo and di Caro in 1993 [3] is
the ﬁrst ant-routing algorithm investigated in this paper. Many
modiﬁcations of AntNet have been developed in the following
years, like limiting the number of ants in the network [7], or
non-greedy policy determination. The Adaptive Swarm-based
Routing (ASR) proposed in 2004 for packet-switched networks
by Yong, Guang-zhou, and Fan-jun [10] is the second ant routing algorithm simulated in our studies.

III. Q-ROUTING ALGORITHMS
In Q-routing [1], each (say, k-th) router (agent) learns an
estimate Qk (d, n) of packet’s trip time to a destination node
d, via its neighbor n ∈ Nk . The greedy routing policy consists in choosing the route to d through a neighbor node n
to minimize the total trip time, n = arg minn′ ∈Nk Qk (d, n′ ).
This policy enables no exploration, since it bases the future
estimates only on the extremal routes chosen by using earlier
(uncertain) estimates. This ‘closed loop of uncertainty’ can be
cut by using ǫ-greedy policy which with probability α chooses
a random neighbor, otherwise being greedy. Another form of a
non-greedy policy is the Boltzmann policy, which chooses the
next node with probability
e−λQk (d,f )
−λQk (d,f ′ )
f ′ ∈Nf e

Pk (d, f ) = P

(1)

where λ determines the level of exploration. We use the name
BQ-routing for Q-routing using the Boltzmann policy.
When the data packet reaches the next node n, an information
packet is sent back to node k, which enables to update Qk . The
update procedure has a form
Q+
k (d, f )

′

= ok (f ) + qk + min
Qf (d, z )
′

Qk (d, f ) ← Qk (d, f ) +

z ∈Nz
µ Q+
k (d, f )

− Qk (d, f )

(2)


(3)

where ok (f ) is the trip time from k to f , qk is the time spent
in the queue of router k (or, in the modiﬁcation proposed in
[4], of router f ). The reinforcement ok (f ) and Qf (d, z ′ ) are
included in the information packet.
In the original algorithm [1], the information packet was
assumed to immediately arrive at its destination node. Since
this is unrealistic, we assume in our simulations that it travels
in the network as the data packets do.

A. AntNet
In AntNet [3] there are two types of simple agents (ants): the
forward ants that explore the network in order to ﬁnd paths,
and the backward ants that use information collected by the
forward ants to improve the routing policies. Every network
node k is assigned a routing table Pk that stores the routing
policy, and a statistical model Mk including some local traﬃc
statistics. The routing table Tk stores the probabilities tk (d, n)
for each neighbor node n and each destination node d, used
to determine the probabilistic routing policy. Both the routing
tables and the statistical model are calculated iteratively during
normal operation of the network.
The forward ants Fs→d are launched at regular intervals from
randomly selected source nodes s to randomly selected destination nodes d. For each node visited, the forward ant stores its
age, i.e. the time elapsed from its launch, and chooses the next
node to be visited n according to a probability pk (d, n). This
probability is calculated by modifying the probability tk (d, n)
stored in the routing table Tk by a relative length qk (n) of the
output queue in node k, namely
tk (d, n) + α (1 − ℓk (n))
,
1 + α (|Nk | − 1)

n ∈ Nk

where qk (n) denote the queue lengths. If a cycle is detected,
namely, the ant visits a node repeatedly, the nodes in the cycle
are removed from the ant’s memory, and if the cycle length is
greater than half the ant’s age, the ant is destroyed.
After reaching the destination node, the forward ant Fs→d
creates the backward ant Bd→s , transfers all the collected
knowledge to the backward ant and is removed from the system (dies). The backward ant travels back the same path as
its parental forward ant. In every visited node k it updates the
values of the traﬃc model and the routing probabilities for all
the entries corresponding to every node i on the path.
The traﬃc model Mk at node k consists of the estimates
µk (d) and σk2 (d) of the expected value and the variance of the
trip time from k to the destination node d, and are updated
according to
µk (d) ← µk (d) + η (ok (d) − µk (d))


2
σk2 (d) ← σk2 (d) + η ok (d) − µk (d) − σk2 (d)

(6)
(7)

where ok (d) is the trip time from k to the destination node d
as observed by the forward ant Fs→d , and η is a parameter.
Note that η = 1/m in (6), where m is the update number,
corresponds to the usual average value.
In the routing table Tk , the probability corresponding to the
neighbor f chosen at node k by the forward ant Fs→d is increased
tk (f, d) ← tk (f, d) + r (1 − tk (f, d))
(8)
with the corresponding decrease of the remaining neighbor
probabilities
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pk (d, n) =

where Nk denote the set of neighbors of the node k, |N| denotes the number of elements of a set N, α is a parameter
and
qk (n)
ℓk (n) = P
(5)
′
′
n ∈Nk qk (n )

(4)

tk (d, n) ← tk (d, n) − r tk (d, n),

n ∈ Nk , n 6= f

(9)

to make their sum equal to one. The reinforcement parameter
r depends on the ant trip time and on the local statistical model
Mk , namely
r = c1

Wk (d)
Ikhi (d) − Iklo (d)

 (10)
+ c2 hi
ok (d)
Ik (d) − Iklo (d) + ok (d) − Iklo (d)

where ok (d) is the observed trip time, constants c1 and c2
control the eﬀect of the last ok (d), and Wk (d) is the ant’s
shortest trip time for the given destination and last observation
period. Iklo (d) and Ikhi (d) are the lower and upper bounds,
respectively, of a conﬁdence interval of the mean trip time.
All the details and justiﬁcations can be found in [3].
B. Ant Swarm-based Routing
The ASR algorithm [10] is very similar to AntNet, so only
the main diﬀerences between the algorithms will be described.
A diﬀerent model Mk of the network’s traﬃc is used. For
every destination node d and every neighbor node n two last
estimates, Dk (d, n) and Dk− (d, n), of the trip time from k via

n to the destination node d are stored. The backward ant Bd→s
updates the values of the model
Dk (d, n) ← Dk (d, n)
+ η (1 − α)∆Dk (d, n) + α∆Dk− (d, n)



(11)
(12)

where dk (d, n) is the forward ants trip time from node k to
node d via node n, η is a learning rate, α is a momentum
parameter, and
∆Dk (d, n) = dk (d, n) − Dk (d, n)

(13)

∆Dk− (d, n)

(14)

= Dk (d, n) −

Dk− (d, n)

Fig. 1. Littman’s grid, [1]

The second signiﬁcant diﬀerence is the way of updating the
routing probabilities stored in the routing table Tk at every node
k. After updating the network’s traﬃc model Mk , the routing
probabilities are computed as
−β

tk (d, n) = P

(Dk (d, n))
n′ ∈Nk

(Dk (d, n′ ))

−β

(15)

where β ≥ 1 is a non-linearity parameter. Note that this method
corresponds to Boltzmann exploration since we can write
tk (d, n) = P

e−β

n′ ∈Nk

ln Dk (d,n)

e−β

ln Dk (d,n′ )

(16)

Finally, the ant agent realizes an ǫ-greedy policy, namely, it
chooses a random neighbor node with a probability ǫ and with
the probability 1 − ǫ chooses a node according to the routing
probabilities tk (d, n). This approach prevents the probabilities
of the shortest paths from becoming very close to 1, which
would reduce the exploration, i.e. the capability of the algorithm to adapt to the environmental changes.
In order to speed up the learning process, the routing probabilities are initialized in such a way that a higher initial probability is given to a neighbor when it happens to be a destination
node.
V. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
The experiments were performed using a simple event-driven
network simulator implemented in Java. Every router independently generated the packets according to a Poisson process.
We tested several scenarios of load level changes, such as a sudden jump/drop of the load level, periodical changes of the load
level (sine wave, rectangular wave). Moreover, we performed
non-homogeneous load testing, simulating the DoS (Denial of
Service) and DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attacks.
The DoS attack occurs when an extra traﬃc load is being sent
between two nodes and DDoS occurs when a large group of
nodes produce extra traﬃc to a single network node.
The experiments presented in this paper were performed using the network structure proposed by Boyan and Littman (Fig.
1). To check the performance for more real-like structures,
we also run our experiments on NASK network (Scientiﬁc and
Academic Network, Poland (Fig. 2).
We used two closely related indicators of the learned policy
quality. The ﬁrst is the average packet delay, and the second

Fig. 2. The NASK network

is the throughput (the number of packets reaching their destination per simulation step). To measure the learning time we
used the time necessary for the average packet delay to stabilize. To express the network load we used relative units, with
the unit deﬁned as the maximum load level under which the
Dijkstra Shortest Path (SP) algorithm still works. For short, we
called such the relative unit the Dijkstra (D). In other words,
the network load is 1.5 D if it is 50% higher than the maximum
load under which the given network still works with the SP algorithm policy. Therefore, all loads above 1D cannot be served
by the SP policy. We want to investigate how ant-routing and
Q-routing serve above-1D loads. On the other hand, we will
make sure that these adaptive algorithms work as well as the
SP policy for below-1D loads. We will talk about high loads
if they are above 1D. Otherwise, we will talk about low loads.
VI. CONSTANT LOADS
Under a low load level (lower than 1 D), the Shortest Path
routing is certainly optimal. All investigated adaptive algorithms learned the policies similar to the shortest path (Fig.
3). The average packet delay in the network stabilized at a
level slightly higher than the one for the SP algorithm. Both
ant algorithms we simulated not only adapt much faster than
the Q-Routing based algorithms, but also the maximal average
packet delay during the learning process is lower. It can be
seen that ASR provides a shorter learning time.
The advantages of adaptive policy algorithms can be seen
under constant load levels higher than 1D. While the Shortest
Path algorithm does not work eﬃciently, both the Q-routing
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Fig. 3. Performance comparison of SP, Q-routing and ant-routing under low
load level (0.9 D), Grid network.

and ant-routing algorithms manage to learn an eﬃcient policy
and converge to steady states (Fig. 4). The use of Boltzmann
policy in Q-routing instead of the ǫ-greedy policy markedly
improves the learning time and the average packet delay. Both
ant algorithms, AntNet and ASR, are able to adapt much faster
than the Q-Routing based algorithms and the maximum value
of the average packet delay during the learning process is lower.
Moreover, the average packet delay of the learned process is
also lower for ant algorithms.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the convergence ranges of SP, ASR, and BQ-routing,
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison of SP, Q-routing and ant-routing under high
load level (1.2 D), Grid network.

In comparison to the Shortest Path algorithm, the adaptive
algorithms in most cases extend the range of load levels under
which the algorithms succeed in ﬁnding the eﬃcient routing
policies. This is demonstrated on the NASK network (Fig. 5),
where the adaptive algorithms (ASR and BQ-Routing) work
eﬃciently under much higher load levels than the SP algorithm.
The ASR and BQ-routing algorithms widen the range of load
levels at a similar factor.
A. Robustness against parameter changes
For each algorithm we determined the range of parameter
that assure a stable work of tested networks. For ant algorithms, for every load, there exists a minimal number of ants
that assures convergence of learning, and the optimal number
of ants that minimizes the learning time, Fig. 6.
With an increase of the ant proportion, deﬁned as a fraction of ants in all packets, the learning time decreases, along
with the average number of packets traveling in the network,

since the information about the eﬃcient routes propagates faster
through the network. There is yet a certain critical ant proportion level, whose overpass increases the total load so much that
the learning time increases again.
In Q-Routing, the exploration level is determined by ǫ. Increase of the exploration level increases the number of packets
being sent purely randomly. This results in a longer learning
time and a much higher value of the average number of packets
in the network. Change of ǫ doesn’t inﬂuence the maximum
value of the average number of packets during learning. The
minimum learning time and the lowest average packet delay is
obtained for the null exploration level (Fig. 7). Like for the
ant routing, too high exploration makes it impossible for the
learning process to converge.
VII. NON-STATIONARY LOADS
Performance of adaptive algorithms was tested also under
various non-stationary loads, to ﬁnd out how load time dynamics might interfere with learning dynamics. We tested step
load changes and periodic load changes. Both scenarios have
important origins in network exploitation.
In step load simulations, the algorithm ﬁrst learned a policy
under a constant load level, and then the load level jumped up
rapidly. For both the ant routing and the Q-Routing algorithms
the adaptation process in this situation was similar: immediately after the load level jump, the average packet delay started
increasing and the adaptation process begun. All the algorithms
under testing managed to ﬁnd a new eﬃcient routing policy.
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Fig. 8. Adaptation to jump increase of the load level for various jump sizes.
The initial load level is 0.21D. Grid Network, AntNet.

The second load patterns tested were periodic. We applied
a sine wave load with values at maximums exceeding the 1
D level so the shortest path was not eﬃcient. All the studied learning algorithms very quickly adapted to periodic load
changes (Fig. 10). Under the sinewave load, the average packet
delay and the average number of packets in the network also
change periodically. The amplitude of the changes of the average number of packets in the network is lowest (the best) for
ASR and highest (the worst) for the Q-Routing algorithm.
A delay can be observed between the initial time of the
load increase and the starting time of the average packet delay
increase (Fig. 10). The delay is highest for Q-Routing. If the
period of the sinewave is long enough, the adaptation process
takes place during the ﬁrst increase phase of the load level
(ASR and BQ-Routing). However, if the algorithm does not

manage to adapt that fast, the process continues in successive
periods of the load increase phases (Q-Routing).
We ﬁnally applied rectangular wave load changes, which
blend both periodic and jump non-stationarity. As for the
sinewave loads, the learning algorithms adapt very quickly (Fig.
11). Under the Shortest Path algorithm, if the maximum load
is higher than 1D, the average packet delay grows rapidly. The
learning algorithms, however, manage to ﬁnd eﬃcient routing
policies and, after the ﬁrst increase of the average packet delay,
it stabilizes. The amplitude of the changes of the average packet
delay and the maximal average packet delay during adaptation
are the lowest for the ASR.
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If the load level increase was small, the adaptation was very
quick. The higher were the ﬁnal load level and the size of the
jump, the longer lasted the adaptation process and higher was
the maximum average packet delay during the learning process
(Fig. 8). This behavior is related to strong diﬀerences between
the eﬃcient routing policies for the initial (low) and subsequent
(higher) loads.
As for constant load levels, the speed and the result of the
learning process intensely depends on the exploration level
(Fig. 9). Increase of the exploration factor results in a longer
adaptation time and a higher average packet delay. The adaptation is fastest when there is no exploration at all.

Fig. 9. Dependence of the adaptation process on the exploration level, load
jump from 0.9 D to 1.2 D. Grid network, modiﬁed Q-Routing ([4]).

Load Level

Fig. 7. Inﬂuence of the exploration level ǫ on the learning process. Modiﬁed
version of Q-Routing ([4]), the Grid network, load level: 1.2 D.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of algorithms under rectangle wave load level changes.
The average load level varies between 0.64 D and 1.06 D. Grid network.

VIII. NON-HOMOGENEOUS LOADS
We tested an inﬂuence of non homogeneous load on the behavior of non-adaptive and adaptive routing algorithms. This
is, among other, motivated by DoS and DDoS network attacks.
When using the Shortest Path algorithm, both DoS or DDoS
attack result in a huge increase of the average packet delay, because the queues for the attacked router get ﬁlled. The adaptive
algorithms, however, manage to cope with these situations very
well and ﬁnd eﬃcient routing policies (Figs. 12 and 13);
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Shortest Path

150
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simulations on a simple Grid network, as well as on various
actual structures, like Polish Scientiﬁc and Academic Network
NASK. Both types of the adaptive algorithms we investigated
perform very well in dynamic networks, under high and/or time
varying load levels. Adaptive algorithms, as compared to the
Shortest Path algorithm, assure an increased load range under
which the network is stable and works properly. Moreover,
the learning algorithms easily adapt to periodical load level
changes.
This would be interesting to include in simulations some
restrictions introduced by the TCP protocol at the transport
layer, and some modiﬁcations of the TCP protocol that would
enable multi-path routing. We plan also to introduce adaptive
modiﬁcations of parameters due to simulation conditions, such
as the load level. This would pave the way to testing in real
networks.
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Fig. 12. DoS attack. A homogeneous network load is initially 0.66 D; the
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For Q-Routing algorithms, the average packet delay grew ﬁrst
very rapidly after the DoS attack start and then decreased exponentially (Fig. 12). For ASR, the growth was not so rapid, but
the decrease was very fast, what resulted in the shortest learning time. For AntNet, the packet delay increased slowly and
started to decrease much later, so the adaptation took longer.
A rapid increase of the average packet delay immediately
after the DoS attack starts can be observed for all algorithms.
For ASR, the adaptation is much faster than for AntNet, but
AntNet provides a lower average packet delay after the adaptation (Fig. 13, left). The BQ-Routing adapted much faster than
Q-Routing, yet the average packet delay was similar (Fig. 13,
right).
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IX. CONCLUSIONS
We compared the ant routing algorithms and Q-Routing algorithms as applied to routing problems. We performed our
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